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Academia.edu uses cookies to personalize content, customize advertising, and improve your user experience. By using our website, you consent to our collection of information through cookies. To learn more, please see our Privacy Policy.× download techniques and policies in teaching languages in PDF format. You can read online techniques and rules in
language teaching here in PDF, EPUB, Mobi or Docx formats. Author : Diane Larsen-Freeman ISBN : 0194355748 Genre : Foreign Language Study File Size: 57. 61 MB Format: PDF, Kindle Download : 693 Read : 317 Download this book Grammar Method-Translation - Direct Method - Audio-Language Method - The Silent Way - Desuggestopedia -
Community Language Learning - Total Physical Response - Communicative Language Teaching - Content-based, Task-based, and Participatory Approaches - Learning Strategy Training, Cooperative Learning and Multiple Intelligences. Author : Diane Larsen-Freeman ISBN : 9780194342674 Genre : Study Aids File Size : 78. 24 MB Format: PDF, ePub,
Docs Download: 298 Read: 1263 Get This Book Techniques and Principles in Language Teaching Have Influenced the Way Thousands of Teachers Taught English. This classic guide to the development of teaching has been a primary source of information for new and experienced teachers around the world, and is now in its third edition. Each chapter
focuses on a different approach to teaching, describing them used in the classroom, analyzing what happened, and helping you think about how you can apply them to your own teaching. New features of the third edition include: a new discussion on the political dimensions of language teaching, a new chapter on digital technologies and an expanded range
of content and task-based approaches. On this page you will find additional resources, including author's videos in which Diane Larsen-Freeman and Marti Anderson talk about the background of the book and new innovations in language teaching, which are discussed in the third edition. Author : Michael Thomas ISBN : 9781472572233 Genre : Language
Arts &amp; Disciplines File Size : 48. 34 MB Format: PDF, Kindle Download: 334 Read: 1174 Download this book Over the past decade, task-based approaches to learning and teaching foreign languages (TBLT) have become a global goal of increased research. Governments around the world have turned to TBLT as a potential solution for curricula that do
not have an authentic and meaningful commitment to language learning and consequently do not motivate students. This book focuses on Asia, where this change was particularly evident. TBLT is often implemented in top-down approaches to curriculum development, which poses a huge range of challenges at both cultural and pedagogical level.
Contemporary task-based language teaching in Asia stakeholders and obstacles across the region. Some countries have adapted to to cope with local constraints, others were difficult to apply, and many are still in the process of investigating its implementation in their specific contexts. This collection is important for everyone involved in language
development, from curriculum reform to material development. It helps from evaluating the program to setting evaluation standards. Chapters cover all aspects of language education in Asia, from primary education to higher, private and public education, as well as innovation at local, regional and national level. Author : B. Kumaravadivelu ISBN :
9781135607616 Genre : Education File Size : 37. 67 MB Format: PDF, ePub Download: 896 Read: 828 Download this book This book tracks the historical development of the main methods of teaching languages in terms of theoretical principles and lesson procedures and provides a critical assessment of each of them. Drawing on groundbreaking,
fundamental texts and critical comments from various scholars, Kumaravadivelu examines the current transition from method to post-method and in this process to explain the relationship between theory, research and practice. The main goal is to help readers see a pattern that combines language, learning, teaching methods and a post-metic perspective.
In this book, Kumaravadivelu: * combines a critical vision of L2 learning and teaching - the vision is based immediately on the development of historical and contemporary thought; * Combines the results of current L2 learning studies with issues in L2 teaching, so that the reader becomes aware of the relationship between theory, research and practice; *
presents methods for teaching languages within a coherent framework of language pedagogy, student and learning, thus helping the reader to see how they are related; * shows how three categories of methods have historically evolved leading eventually (and inevitably) to the appearance of a post-method state; and *provides the reader with a solid
background in several interconnected areas of L2 pedagogy, such as concepts of competence, input factors, consumption processes, interaction modifications and instructional design. Understanding language teaching: From method to post-method is designed for an international audience of teachers, practicing teachers and graduates, scientists,
curriculum planners and material designers in the field of teaching second and foreign language. Author : Jack C. Richards ISBN : 0521008433 Genre : Education File size: 56. 10 MB Format: PDF, ePub, Mobi Download: 651 Read : 798 Download this book In addition to the approaches and methods covered by the first edition, this edition contains new
chapters such as the whole language, many intelligence, neurolinguistic programming, competence-based language learning, cooperative language learning, content-based teaching, language teaching and the post-method era. Author : Marcel Danesi ISBN : 9789401001878 Genre : Education File Size : 35. 68 MB Format: PDF, Documents Download: 404
Read: 627 Download this book This tom offers a practical introduction to the use of neurology to teach a second language. It provides information on the relationship between how the brain learns and how it can be used to construct classroom activities, evaluates methods, curriculum, approaches, etc. It illustrates how teaching can develop using real-world
examples in several languages. Author : Jo McDonough ISBN : 9781118357453 Genre : Language Arts &amp; Disciplines File size: 48. 25 MB Format: PDF, ePub Download: 729 Read: 481 Download materials and methods of the book in ELT is an indispensable resource for teachers or for those involved in the participation of professional courses relating
to all aspects of English language teaching. Now available in 3 editions, this popular guide for teachers offers a comprehensive and useful introduction to the principles and practice of teaching English as a foreign/second language. It explores the ideas behind current methodology and teaching materials, and offers a practical guide to upcoming materials and
methods, assessment and adaptation, materials and method technology, and teaching in underfunded classrooms. These principles are then related to individual language skills of reading, listening, speaking and writing. The authors examine the different methods available to teachers to organize and run an ELT class; discussing group and steam work,
individualisation, classroom observation and the role of teachers in the contemporary context of ELT. Updated throughout, the 3rd edition includes a new section on materials and method technology, as well as a new chapter on IT in English teaching, as well as the inclusion of new samples from current teaching materials. Author : Prof. Vivian Cook ISBN :
9781783091829 Genre : Language Arts &amp; Disciplines File size : 70. 35 MB Format: PDF, ePub Download: 200 Read: 991 Download this book This manual offers a preliminary overview of eight hotly debated topics in the second language acquisition study. It offers insight into how SLA researchers tried to answer frequently asked questions about
acquiring a second language rather than as a comprehensive introduction to SLA research. Each chapter contains a preliminary discussion on related issues and suggestions for further reading and study. The reader is asked to consider issues based on their own experiences, which allows them to compare their own intuitions and experiences with
established research results and gain an understanding of the methodology. Topics are treated independently so that they can be read in any order that interests the reader. The topics in question are: • how to languages merge in the mind; • whether there is the best age to learn a second language; • the importance of grammar in acquiring and using a
second language; • how the words of the second language are acquired; • how people learn to write in a second language; • how attitude and motivation help you learn a second language; • the usefulness of research into the second language in the teaching of foreign languages; • the objectives of language teaching. Author : Khalil I. Hamash ISBN :
IND:30000118279326 Genre : English File size: 28. 94 MB Format: PDF, Kindle Download : 583 Read : 189 Get This Book Author : de C ssia Veiga Marriott, Rita ISBN : 9781599049953 Genre : Education File Size: 70. 43 MB Format: PDF, Mobi Download: 679 Read : 626 Download this book This book discusses the full range of contemporary research
topics such as computer modeling, geometry, geotransmification and geographic information systems – provided by the publisher. Author : Jun Liu ISBN : 97814411127136 Genre : Language Arts &amp; Disciplines File size: 64. 90 MB Format: PDF, Kindle Download: 802 Read: 655 Download this book This book serves as a comprehensive reference
resource for current and future English teachers, TESOL students, researchers and other professionals working in the field of teaching English as a second or different language (TESOL). Tesol: The guide explores TESOL in three dimensions: as a profession, as a field of study and as an international association. In this way, it offers a detailed summary of
topics and issues relevant to many dimensions of TESOL, including a practical overview of the TESOL profession and a compendium of current TESOL research topics and methodologies. On the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the International TESOL Association, a key part of the book highlights the development of this association and contains the
reflections of several previous presidents of the International ASSOCIATION TESOL. Readers will also appreciate the extensive glossary and addition to TESOL resources, both of which are intended to provide a valuable and manageable guide for beginners in this field, as well as for the development of practitioners and scientists. Author : Nagaraj ISBN :
8125007512 Genre : File size : 73. 28 MB Format: PDF, Documents Download: 167 Read: 1014 Download this book This is a manual on the methodology of teaching English, which was based on tasks, communication approach to dealing with notories and theory. The book provides an up-to-date overview of ELT. Most books stop in the structural program.
This book focuses on classroom practice, open enough to allow interaction and discussion. Instead of discursive essays, the book systematizes information through charts, checklists, etc. Author : Zhang, Felicia ISBN : 9781599048963 Genre : Education File Size : 87. 91 MB : PDF, ePub, Docs Download: 924 Read: 1274 Get This Book Provides
comprehensive coverage of successful translation of foreign language learning projects using ICT in practical educational contexts. It offers the latest knowledge related to research into the acquisition and learning of computer-enhanced languages. Author : Karlfried Knapp ISBN : 9783110214246 Genre : Language Arts &amp; Disciplines File Size : 90. 19
MB Format : PDF Download : 233 Read : 980 Download this book This book focuses on how far politics, principles and practices of teaching and learning foreign languages are or can be informed by theoretical considerations and empirical findings from language disciplines. Part I deals with the nature of language learning in general, while Part II examines
issues arising from language, socio-political, cultural and cognitive perspectives. Parts III and IV then take into account the various factors to be taken into account when developing the foreign language theme and the different approaches proposed to pedagogy. Finally, Part V addresses issues relating to the assessment of the learner's proficiency and the
assessment of courses aimed at promoting it. Key features of the program: provides a state-of-the-art description of the different areas in the context of communication and language learning presents a critical assessment of the importance of this field offers solutions to problems related to the common language with the input of renowned experts Author :
David Nunan ISBN : 0071216979 Genre : English File size: 28. 3 MB Format: PDF, ePub Download: 485 Read: 622 Download this book Practical Teaching english offers a thorough but practical overview of language teaching methodology for teachers and teachers in preparation. The principles described in each chapter are richly illustrated with vigettes and
passages from real classrooms, so that the reader can see what the principles look like when they are implemented in classroom teaching. The book is divided into three sections: Discovering Skills, Discovering Language and Supporting the Learning Process. Features:. Critical areas of language teaching are comprehensively addressed with a focus on
practical techniques, strategies and guidance.. World-class professionals such as Neil Andersen, Kathleen M. Bailey, Mary Ann Christison and David Nunan offer different perspectives on language teaching and learning.. Questions for reflection encourage readers to reflect on critical issues in language teaching, while action tasks present strategies for
implementing new techniques. Thoughtful suggestions for books, articles, and websites offer resources for additional, up-to-date information.. The extensive glossary offers short and simple definitions of the basic terms of language teaching. Author : Alessia Cogo ISBN : 9781441109415 Genre : Language Arts Disciplines File size: 20. 41 MB format: MB:
ePub, Docs Download: 885 Read: 531 Download this book Recently there have been significant demographic changes in the use of English worldwide. English is now undoubtedly (and especially) an international lingua franca, lingua mundi. The socio-linguistic reality of using English around the world and its consequences are still fiercely questioned. This is
one of the first books to provide a detailed and comprehensive description of recent empirical findings in the field of English as lingua franca (ELF). Cogo and Dewey analyze and interpret their own large bodies of naturally occurring spoken interactions and focus on identifying innovative changes in the pragmatism and lexicogram of speakers involved in ELF
conversations. Cogo and Dewey's work contributes greatly to elf empirical research. In addition to this practical focus, this book examines both pragmatic and lexicographic issues and highlights their interconnectedness. Presenting the basic processes associated with the emergence of innovative patterns of language use, this book will be very interesting for
advanced students and scientists working in applied linguistics, ELF, sociolingualism and linguistics corps. Author : H. Douglas Brown ISBN : UCSC:32106014400052 Genre : Language Arts &amp; Disciplines File size: 31. 27 MB Format: PDF, ePub Download: 343 Read : 902 Download this book Teachers and trainees welcome this methodological text,
which takes into account all practical techniques and activities in the classroom in terms of solid foundation stones of research on the acquisition of a second language. - Readers develop a general approach to teaching foreign languages, from which their practices in the classroom may result. - The text contains user-friendly, easy-to-read prose, interactive
exercises at the end of the chapter for discussion and action, and recommendations at the end of the chapter for further reading. Author : H. H. Stern ISBN : 0194370658 Genre : Foreign Language Study File Size: 57. 61 MB Format: PDF Download: 155 Read : 1167 Get This Book Professor Stern puts applied linguistics research in its historical and
interdisciplinary perspective. It presents an authoritative study of past events around the world and establishes a set of guidelines for the future. There are six parts: The purification of the earth, historical perspectives, language concepts, concepts of society, concepts of language learning and concepts of language teaching. Author : Joseph C. Mukalel ISBN :
8171414001 Genre : File size : 57. 76 MB Format: PDF Download : 551 Read : 1189 Download this book Content: Language Nature, Acquisition of the first language, Approaches to language teaching, Grammar-translation method, Structured approach, Audio-Language and Direct Method, Bilingual Method, Language Teaching Language content and lesson
types, English teaching techniques, English language teaching at universities, universities, English in English secondary schools, Equipping an English teacher, micro-teaching in teacher education. Author : H. G. Widdowson ISBN : 019437128X Genre : Foreign Language Study File Size : 69. 34 MB Format: PDF, ePub, Documents Download: 697 Read:
1021 Download this book This tom critically evaluates the most important issues in language teaching and refers to general perspectives on language nature and language teaching and learning. Top Download: Download:
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